Call for Innovation 2014

How can YOU change for the better a million lives in Israel within 5 years?
If you are a young ambitious scientist or entrepreneur who has a project in mind that can effect millions using technology - you belong with us! Apply to the RB Competition and:

Present your project to leading entrepreneurs, VC directors and CEOs of major companies.

Win a $30,000 scholarship to the Singularity University in California.

Attend a 10 weeks Graduate Studies Program in the Singularity University, tackling worlds biggest challenges together with other brilliant young minds from around the globe.

Want to know more about the competition Visit our site

Think you have what it takes?
Start filling out your application today!

Last day for submissions - December 31, 2013

Click to apply
What is Singularity University?

Our mission is to educate, inspire and empower leaders to apply exponential technologies to address humanity's grand challenges.

"CEO's are desperate to know this stuff. Everyone is trying to figure out what's coming next."

—Mike Federle, COO
Forbes Media